CHAPTER V
EDUCATION
there is a heavy count against England in the matter
of Irish education : for the Irish have been from the
earliest times avid of learning, and England during
her centuries of control starved this passion, and did
worse in trying to abuse it. When Ireland, during
the sixth and seventh centuries, the darkest period of
European history since Christ, kept school for Europe,
but more specially for the Northern group of which
she formed a part, Bede bore testimony to her gener-
osity with learning and the ample provision made in her
schools for foreign students. Later, after the battle
at Clontarf in 1014 had established ascendancy over
the Norse and Danish raiders, Brian, and after him
Malachy, did their utmost to renew the store of books
and supply of teachers. There was a genuine
renascence of learning in Ireland in the eleventh cen-
tury. In the twelfth came the Normans, and by the
thirteenth century the middle nation had begun to
exist. Its chiefs, de Burgos, Geraldines, and Butlers,
were generous patrons ; but they founded no teaching
institution of note. Universities were then beginning
to count greatly in European life, and the youth of
Ireland, finding no provision at home, had resort to
Oxford. In the fourteenth century there was talk of
a university to be established in Dublin, but talk only ;
and by the end of the fourteenth century " mere
Irish " students were prohibited from access to the
English universities, which of course remained open
to the middle nation. Nothing contributed so much
to keep the contiguous nations apart in a small island
as this separation of teaching; nothing so helped to
draw them together as the patronage extended by the
great Irish Earls to Irish letters and learning.
Wolsey, so superb in munificence to Oxford, was an
enemy of whatever was most Irish in the middle
nation.   If   Dublin   University  had   been   founded
tinder Henry VIII, Irish history would have been all
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